
	  

	  

CRG RACING TEAM  
 

CRG “STAR” AT THE OFFENBACH SHOW 
 

Large turnout for CRG stand at the Offenbach show in Germany. The new electric 
kart CRG E-Drenaline in collaboration with Linde eMotion was previewed in the 

occasion. The newly homologated CRG Racing chassis have also attracted a lot of 
interest as the Centurion rental range. 

 

 
 

CRG recorded a stunning success with all its products at the IKA Kart 2000 Fair of 
Offenbach. The whole Racing line of new homologation was on show, as Centurion rental 
karts, and the new electric kart E-Drenaline was also previewed by the Italian company. 
 
The attention of all visitors and staff at the Offenbach show was attracted by the new electric kart  
CRG E-Drenaline as the brand new product of the Italian company has absolutely unique features 
like the engine unit exclusively developed for CRG by the German manufacturing leader Linde 
eMotion in virtue of an important partnership. 
 
The new electric engine unit E-Drenaline of CRG has been developed on the basis of the specs 
decided by the Italian firm (in terms of power, dimensions and weight) and its high level 
performances really push the envelope in the category. The new electric kart features cutting-edge 
specs and will certainly award satisfaction both on indoor and outdoor tracks. This innovative 
product benefits from  all the experience gained by CRG in the past 30 years of success on the 
tracks all around the world. 
 
 



	  

	  

 
 
Although the “pearl” of 
Offenbach has been CRG 
electric kart, the whole 
CRG stand, devised 
together with the German 
importer Prespo, has had 
great affluence and all 
visitors had the chance of 
admiring the whole 
production of the Italian 
firm.  
 
Obviously, the Racing 
CRG chassis range has 
been very admired as the 
newly homologated 
products for Mini and for 
the two international 

categories KZ and KF that allowed CRG to secure an infinite series of International titles in these 
years. Special interest has also been recorded by  Rotax engines and by the new Maxter 
motorization that is going to be CRG official engines provider for international competitions in 2015.  
 
The stand also featured a track sector devised by 360° Karting, that has been the ideal place to 
showcase the beauty and the technical strength of the new rental karts Centurion, which are 
supported by a specific R2R-CRG programme led by Christopher Sparacino.  
 
 



	  

	  

 
 
The Centurion Mini model with Honda GX120 
dedicated to children, the Centurion Standard that can 
be powered by a Honda GX270 or GX390 unit,  the 
quite admired Centurion Two Seats and the Centurion 
Big Foot for over-sized drivers, were also present with 
their captivating CRG look.  
 
The Formula 5 by Maxter kart, produced by CRG with 
Maxter brand, was also on show. 
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In the pictures: 1) The new electric kart CRG E-
Drenaline (Ph. Voltini); 2) CRG KZ; 3) and 4) CRG  
Centurion rental karts; 5) Formula 5 by Maxter. (Ph. 
www.kartfoto.de). 	  


